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Numerical Methods for Flows

Through Porous Media. I

By Michael E. Rose*

Abstract. The degenerate parabolic equation

Yt = V ■ (|«| Vu),        v> 1,

has been used to model the flow of gas through a porous medium. Error estimates for

continuous and discrete time finite element procedures to approximate the solution of this

equation are proved, and several new regularity results are given.

1. A Porous Medium Equation. Introduction. We shall study the porous medium

equation

(1.1) du/dt = v-fliil'vw)    onßX(0, T],
(1.2) du/dn = 0 on30X[0,r],

(1.3) u(x,0) = u0(x) oni2,

where v > 1 is a parameter and ñ is a bounded domain in RN, N < 3, with a smooth

boundary. The initial function u0 is assumed to be nonnegative and four times

continuously differentiable on Ü. Notice that the compatibility condition duQ/dn = 0

holds on 9ß.

Our main result is the derivation of error estimates for numerical approximations

to the problem (1.1)—(1.3), which we shall refer to as "the porous medium equation"

or "PME".

The PME does not, in general, admit classical solutions. Existence and uniqueness

of weak solutions was proved in one space dimension by Oleinik, Kalashnikov, and

Czou [15], [16] and in several space dimensions by Lions [12]. These proofs concern

the PME with different boundary conditions, but the arguments carry over to the

PME(1.1)-(1.3).

The maximum principle implies that, since u0 is nonnegative on S2, u(x, t) is

nonnegative for all (jc, t) E fi X [0, T]; see [15], [16]. If u0 is nonzero, the Neumann

boundary condition implies that u will eventually become strictly positive and (1.1)

will become nondegenerate for all time t > T0,T0 sufficiently large.

We can rewrite (1.1) in the form

(1.4) 3w/9i = MC(u)   onßx(0, r].
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436 MICHAEL E. ROSE

where K(£) = f¿ k(r)dT and k(r) =| t|". We have defined k(r) for the negative

reals because, although u is never negative, various numerical approximations to u

may take on negative values.

The relations (1.1)—(1.3) represent a model problem for the flow of gas through a

porous medium; see [1]. In a sequel to this paper, we have extended our methods to

treat a more general porous flow model

^ lt» + lf^=l(k^Tx)    on/X(0,T],/=(0,l).

In (1.5), k(u) is a nonnegative diffusion coefficient which may vanish for one or

more values of u. Equation (1.5) has been used to model various problems involving

the flow of fluids through porous media, including a one-dimensional waterflood

problem in petroleum engineering [8], [17]. The author's treatment of (1.5) has

appeared in [18] and [19].

Properties of Solutions of Degenerate Parabolic Equations. The solution of Eq. (1.1)

behaves in a strikingly different way than those of nondegenerate parabolic equa-

tions (e.g., the heat equation, v = 0). Let us consider the PME (1.1)—(1.3) as an

initial value problem with £2 = R1.

In 1958, Oleinik, Kalashnikov, and Czou [15], [16] proved that if w0 has compact

support, then u(-, t) has compact support at any positive time. In fact, it is possible

that the support of u( ■, t) may not expand at all for 0 < t < t0, for some tQ > 0. The

structure of the interface 3 Supp(w(x, /)) nas Deen studied extensively by B. Knerr in

his doctoral dissertation [10].

Another distinction between the porous medium equation and nondegenerate

parabolic equations is that smooth or real analytic initial data do not necessarily

produce a smooth solution. It is well known that nondegenerate parabolic equations

possess a 'smoothing' property whereby L2 or even distributional initial data yield a

smooth solution. Degenerate parabolic equations could be described as having a

' roughing' property.

For v > 1, it has been demonstrated that smooth, compactly supported initial data

never yield a 6' solution of (1.1) [15], [16]. The space derivative becomes discontinu-

ous at the interface at some positive time.

Oleinik, Kalashnikov, and Czou [16] proved that in one space dimension

(1.6) VK(u) =\u\\u G L°°(0, T, L°°(ñ)).

In fact, vK(u) is continuous. Aronson [1] has demonstrated that

(1.7) \u\"~lVu£Lx(0, T, L°°(ß)).

This result is sharp, given his assumptions on the initial data, as shown by the

examples cited in Aronson's paper [1]. Further results on the smoothness of u(x,t)

and the structure of the interface are contained in [2] and [3].

One can relate these two properties of degenerate parabolic equations. A result of

Knerr [10] roughly states that, given smooth initial data with compact support, the

support will not expand until u(x, t) becomes nearly vertical at the interface. When

the gradient of u becomes discontinuous at the interface, then the support will begin

to expand monotonically.
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Outline. The main results of this report are the error estimates we derive for

various Galerkin approximations to the solution of ( 1-1)—( 1.3). We begin our

analysis in Section 2 by studying several perturbations of (1.1)—(1.3) which yield

smooth solutions which approximate the solution of the PME.

In Section 3 we study the regularity theory for (1.1)—(1.3) and a regularized

variant of the porous medium equation given by (2.3)—(2.5) below. Theorem 3.3 is a

new regularity result for the porous medium equation in a special (but physically

important) case which may be of interest aside from its application to deriving error

estimates for numerical approximations.

In Section 4 we study error estimates for a Galerkin method to approximate the

solution of (1.1)—(1.3). Section 5 contains results for the backward-difference time

discretization of the schemes in the previous chapter.

Remarks on Notation. We will use C to denote a positive generic constant. The L2

norm and inner product on Í2 shall be given by || ■ || and ( ■, • ) respectively. All other

norms and inner products will be labeled by their corresponding function spaces.

Finally, if F maps [0, T] into a Banach space X, we define the Lp(0, T, X) norm by

m   ii / tT»   nP     \Wp
\\F\\lp(o,t,X) = I J    \\F\\xdt I     .

This will sometimes be abbreviated to LP(X). For 1 </? < oo and a positive integer

m we define the spaces

Wm'P(ü)= í/el/(ü): |^EL"(S2),|a|<m}

and the corresponding norms

IMk-'(0)=   2    l|37/3*1k'<n>.
|a|<m

We use the notation Hm(ti) to denote Wm'2(ti). We shall find it convenient to use

the norm

(1.8) ll/lU'(«) = {llvyll2 + -|i|(/a/^)|

in place of the (equivalent) WX-2(Q,) norm.

2. Reguiarizations of the Porous Medium Equation. One source of difficulty in

deriving error estimates for degenerate parabolic problems is the roughness of their

solutions. In the special case of a single space dimension or when v = 1 in several

dimensions, it is unnecessary to regularize the PME to obtain continuous and

discrete time convergence rates. However, when v > 1 in more than one space

dimension, we must first perturb the problem (1.1)—(1.3) to obtain a parabolic

boundary value problem with a smooth solution Uß. There are several ways to do

this.

The method we shall discuss is the technique of nondegenerate parabolic ap-

proximation. The diffusion coefficient of (1.1) is

(2.1) *(0=lif.       ">1-
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We shall replace (2.1) with a new diffusion coefficient

kß(i)Ee4(R)    forj8E(0,l],

which satisfies the conditions

(2.2a) M*) = *(€) for | > ¿8,
(2.2b) kß(£)>ß/2 for£>0,

(2.2c) fc¿(£) > 0 for £ > 0, and

(2.2d) ^(-0 = ^(0-

Such a regularization could be produced by taking

Max{M/3},       ¿»0,

rounding off the corner, and extending the result to an even function on the real

line. Replacing k(i-) with kß(l-) yields the nondegenerate parabolic problem

(2.3) duß/dt = V • (kß(Uß)VUß)    on Q X (0, T],

(2.4) awp/an = 0 on 3ß X [0, T],

(2.5) uß(x,0) = u0(x) onß.

Since kß(£) is in t?4(R) and bounded above zero and uß(x,0) = u0(x) has been

chosen so that we have compatibility of the initial and boundary data on 3S2 X

{t = 0), (2.3)-(2.5) is a nondegenerate parabolic problem and uß is 64 on ß for all

t > 0 and G2 in time [11]. We shall later refer to (2.3)-(2.5) for ß = 0; this is the

original problem (1.1)—(1.3).

Our next task is to show that Uß is close to u in an appropriate norm. Towards this

end we rewrite the porous medium equation ( 1.1 ) in the form

(2.6) du/dt = AK(u),

where

'o

We also rewrite the nondegenerate equation (2.3) as

(2.8) dup/dt = AKß(uß),

where

(';
Jo

Before estimating Uß — u, we shall need to define an H~x norm on ß. Let Tbe the

solution operator w = Tfoi the Neumann problem

(2-7) KU)=fk(r)dr = TT-\i\^.

(2.9) KpU) = [%{r)dr.

(2.10) -Aw=f-f   onß,

(2.11) dw/dn = 0    on3fi,

where we define/to be the mean value of/on ß

(2-12> '=w\Lfdx-
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Let

for uniqueness.

For a function f(x) on ß we define the norm || /1| H-t by

(2.14) ||/1klw = (7y,/),/2=|iiv77ii2 + TlT|^/¿x)2J    =||r/||ff.(a).

Theorem 2.1. Let u be the solution of (1.1)—(1.3) and let uß be the solution of

(2.3)-(2.5). Then

(2.15) ll"js ~~ u\\l°°(o,t,h-'(Q)) + lll"^ "~ Mlli,2+'(0>r,i,2+'(O)) * coß    "<

where tj = y¡(p) and C = C0(v, | ß |) are positive constants.

Proof. Using the operator T defined in (2.10)—(2.13), rewrite the equation (2.6) as

(2.16) Tu, + K{u)=-x7n f K(u)dx
| " | Jq

at any time t > 0. Similarly, the regularized PME (2.8) is equivalent to

(2.17) Tußt + Kß(uß) =jü\JQKß(uß) dx

for all t > 0.

We subtract (2.16) from (2.17) to get

(2.18) T(ußl - u,) + (K(uß) - K(u))

= (K(uß) - Kß(uß)) + -±-fa(Kfi(uß) - K(u)) dx

at each positive time. Integrate (2.18) against uß — u to get

(2.19) (T(ußt - u,), uß-u) + (K(uß) - K(u), uß - u)

= iK{uß) - Kß{uß), Uß - u).

Notice that, since

~Jtj(uß~ u^dx =/ {uß'~ u')dx = 0

by the Neumann boundary data (1.2) and (2.4), we have

f (uß(x, t) — u(x, t)) dx = I (uß(x,0) — u(x,0)) dx

= ( (»o(^) - u0{x)) dx = 0.

Thus,

(]h\fa(K¿u't)~K(u))dx'u'i~u)=0-
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The first term on the left side of (2.19) can be written in the form

(2-2°) 2 ^K-"t'(ßr

To bound the second term on the left side of (2.19) we first use the fact [12], that

for any two real numbers a and b,

(2.21) (\a\Va-\b(b)-(a-b)>ri\a-b\2+\        r, = -q(v).

Thus,

(2.22) (K{uß) - K(u), uß- u)> T\\\uß - u\\L2LiQy

Consequently,

(2-23)    2 Jt ""* ~ """-'(A) + ^uß ~ "HiAß) * (Kß(uß) ~ K{uß)> uß~u)-

Use the inequality

(2.24) ab<-ap + ~b",       a,b>0,- + -=l
v P Q Pa

for p = 2 + v and q = y = (2 + v)/(l 4- v) to bound the right side of (2.23) by

(2.25) C\\Kß(uß) - K(uß)\\lm + \\\uß - «|^(û)

and hide the second term on the right in (2.25) in the second term on the left in

(2.23).
Since kß(t) = *(£) for € > ß, at each (x, i)eQX [0, r] we have

(2.26) \Kß(uß) - K(uß)\ Jf****> (kßU) - *({)) rfÉ

;/;(^-r)^ = ̂ '

We have used the fact that the maximum principle implies that uß(x, t) is nonnega-

tive. Thus,

, Y
2-1

2 + v

(2.27) ||^(t^)-/<(M/j)||L,(ß)<C/3

Integrating (2.28) in time from 0 to T establishes the theorem.    D

There are other ways to regularize the PME (1.1)—(1.3). One regularization which

appears in the literature [1], [10], [15], [16] consists of replacing the initial function

u0(x) in (1.3) with

(2-29) u0Jx) = u0(x) + a

for 0 < a «£ 1. Let ua(x, t) denote the solution of (1.1)—(1.2) with the initial function

in (2.29). The strong maximum principle for parabolic partial differential equations

implies that [11]

(2.30) ua(x,t)^a>0   onßX[0, T]

so that k(ua) is bounded above zero and (1.1) becomes nondegenerate. The

regularity theory of [11] implies that ua is in the function class C2(0, T, C4(ß)).
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The argument used to prove Theorem 2.1 can be used to demonstrate that

(2.31)
1.2 + x

IL00«//-') + T)\\Ua- U\\l?+'(L2+')^Qot2.

The lowered convergence rate is due to the replacement of (2.26) by the bound

(2.32) \K(u) - K(ua)\< Ca    onßXfOj].

This is why we prefer the regularization (2.2)-(2.5).

We shall need a generalization of (2.22) later on: for any integrable functions /

and g on ß and any ß G [0,1],

(2.33) Till/" gfAö) < (Kß{f) - Kß(g),f-g),

where the constant rj is as in (2.22). To verify (2.33), it suffices to show that for all

real numbers a and b

(2.34) n\a - b\2+" < (Kß(a) - Kß(b))- {a - b).

Since Kß is a monotone increasing function we may assume that a > b. By (2.2),

Kß(a) - Kß(b) = fkß(i) d^>j^h)/2kß(i)
Jb J-(a-b)/2

2((a-h)/2kß(t)dt

2/
(a-b)/2

ktt)d£
1 + v

a-b \+v

so that (2.34) holds with tj = ((1 + v)2")'\

3. Regularity Theory. The regularity properties of the solution of the PME

(1.1)—(1.3) are not completely understood. When dim(ß) = 1 or v = 1, it is possible

to establish certain Lp estimates for du/dt which will allow us to prove the highest

convergence rate in space that the analysis in Section 4 can produce. When

dim(ß) > 1 and v > 1, our proved spatial convergence rates in the next section are

probably not sharp. When dim(ß) = 1 and v < 2 or when v = 1 in the multidimen-

sional case, the regularity results of this section will yield the highest convergence

rates in time that the analysis of Section 5 can produce. When v s* 2 in the

one-dimensional case or v > 1 in several space dimensions, our proved convergence

rates in time may not be sharp.

We begin with a collection of basic regularity results.

Lemma 3.1. Let uß be the solution of (2.3)-(2.5) for 0 < ß < 1. Then

(3.1)

(3.2)

and

(3.3)

]/kß{uß) VUß

\\vKß(u

LHL¿)

<C,
L°°(L¿)

lM"/í)JUz/) * CUkß{Uß)Ußt=£C.

Proof. Integrate (2.3) against uß over ß to obtain

1  d\\    II jkß(uß) vup = 0
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and then integrate in time to prove (3.1). Integrating (2.3) against Kß(Uß)„ we see

that

)Jkß(uß)ußt    +-jt\\vKß(uß)\\   =0.

Integration in time yields (3.2) and (3.3).    D

Our next result is based on an L1-contraction principle which may be found in

Benilan's dissertation [4]. For completeness, we present our own proof.

Theorem 3.2. Let uß be the solution of (2.3)-(2.5) for 0 < ß « 1. Then

(3.4) ll9Va?ll/.*(0.r./.'(a))<Ci>

where C, = Sup0<;3s!;| || AKß(u0)\\ ¡¡(ü) < oo. For the case ß = 0, we have

(3.5) ||3m/3/||/.*(o,7-,a/(S2)) ** Ct,

where M( ß ) is the space of finite regular Baire measures on ß under the total variation

norm.

Proof. Let uß and üß be two solutions of (2.3)-(2.4) with 0 < ß < 1 corresponding

to initial data u0 and «0, respectively. Define the following subsets of ß

Q+(/)= {x<EÜ:(uß-üß)(x,t)>0},

ß_ (/) = [x e ß: (üß - üß)(x, t) < O},

and notice that

(3.6) f      (uß-üß) (x,t)dx= (      A(Kß(uß) - Kß(üß)) dx.
Ja+(t) Ja+{t)

We shall prove that

(3.7) f     A(Kß(uß)-Kß(üß))dx^0

for any time t,0 < t < T.

By Sard's Theorem (see Theorem 3.1 of [22]) there is a sequence e„ J.0 consisting of

positive real numbers which are not critical values of (Kß(uß) — Kß(üß))( ■, t) on ß.

Let

ß"+ (i) = {x E ß: (Kß(Uß) - Kß(üß))(x, t) > e„}

for all positive integers n. Since 3ß+ (t) is (2\ we may use the divergence theorem to

obtain

Jn+(t)
(3.8) /      A(Kß(uß)-Kß(üß))dx

= lim   f      A(Kß(Uß) - Kß(üß))dx
n^oo  Ja"+(t)

= Um f      ^z{Kß{uß)~ Kß(üß))dx-
n-*oo  'dÜKt)  O"
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The integrand of the last term vanishes on 3ß+(i) n 3ß by (2.4). Since Kß(uß) —

Kß(üß) is greater than en on ß" (í) and equals e„ on 3ß+ (t) D ß, we have shown

that

(3.9) j-(Kß(uß)-Kß(üß))^0   on3ß"+(0-
dn

Combine (3.8) and (3.9) to establish (3.7).

Bounds (3.6) and (3.7) imply that

(3"10) / Yt^Uß~üß^+ dx = I    Yt(uß~ üß)dx^°-

Interchanging the roles of uß and üß,

(3-H) "iTt{uß ~ üß)~dx = -fQM) Yt{Uß - üß)dx <°-

Let ß0(?) = {x G ß: (uß — üß)(x, t) = 0}; it is easy to see that

,3.12) Hj*-*M-0-

These bounds yield the estimate

d„ .m dr. _ | [  3
jj \uß-Uß\dx-J  Vt\uß-uß(3.13) dt \L\St)

dx

füVt(uß-üß)+dx + j-tf^\uß-üß\dx

dc   d —
3 a7 (M>3 — "/s)  dx<o.

Integrate in time to establish the L -contraction result

(3.14) \\(uß - üß)(t)\\LHft) <\\u0 - ö0||Li(0)

for 0 < t < T, where we have suppressed the spatial variable.

Let üß(t) = uß(t + At) for any positive Ai, and divide (3.14) by Ai to obtain

uß(t + At) - uß(t)

At £'<B)

uß{At) - uß(0)

At L\a)

for 0 < t < T - Ai. Let At \0 to see that

|9V8'(')L.(0) <||3V3i(°)IL'(0) =lA^(«o] < C

for 0 < ß < 1. This proves (3.4) and (3.5) follows immediately from the imbedding

ofL'(ß)intoM(ß).    D

In the special case v = 1, a much stronger result can be proved. This case models

the isothermal horizontal flow of a perfect gas through a porous medium [17].

Theorem 3.3. Let v = 1, and let u be the solution o/(l.l)-(1.3). Then

(3.15) ll3w/3illi.»(o,r,z.3(S2))^Q>

where C2 depends on MinnAA^(w0), \\vK(u),(x,Q)\\, and \\AK(uQ)\\L)(Q).
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Proof. We begin with the special case where u0 is bounded above zero. For any

a > 0, we may replace u0(x) with u0(x) + a to obtain a smooth solution ua(x, t) of

(1.1)—(1.3) as in Section 2 satisfying

ua(x,t)>a>0   onßX[0, T].

We suppress the a subscript until the end of the proof.

Differentiate (1.1) with respect to time, and integrate the result against K(u)tt to

obtain

(3.16) (utl,K(u),t)+~jt\\vK(u),t = 0.

Since v = 1,

K(u)tl = uutt + u2,

and (3.16) may be rewritten as

(3.17) fQUuldx + \j{fü(ulfdx + ¡j-t\\vK(u)í\\2 = 0.

Since the first term is nonnegative, integration in time yields

(3.18) -Sup j (u,f dx + 2-||v/c(«),||z.*(o,7-,/.2(Q))

< j J M,(*< o)3 ¿x + ! || v/s:(«)r(*, o)||2

< j||A^(H0)|¿3(a) + ^\\s7K(u)t(x,0)\\2 = Q < oo.

We claim that

(3.19) u,(x, t) ^MinAK(u0) = -C'{ > -oo

on ß X [0, T] for a positive constant C2. Since u,( ■, t) always has mean value zero

on ß, either w,( •, t) is identically zero or it takes on a negative value. Suppose

u,(x, t) has a negative minimum at (x0, t0); we shall verify (3.19) by showing that

<o = 0.
Differentiate (1.1) with respect to time, and let/? = ut

(3.20) p, = uAp + 2vu- Vp +pAu   onöx(0j].

If t0 > 0, then

(3.21) 0 >p, = uAp + pAu >pAu

at (x0, tQ). However, since/? is negative and u is positive at (x0, t0), (1.1) yields

(3.22) 0 > p = AK(u) = uAu + (vu)2 3= uAu,

and so

(3.23) AM(xo,io)<0.

This yields a contradiction in (3.21), and so p must attain its minimum on

3ß X (0, T] or on ß X {/ = 0}. The first possibility is ruled out by the Neumann

boundary condition and the strong maximum principle for parabolic partial dif-

ferential equations. Thus, t0 = 0 and (3.19) is valid.
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Combining (2.24), (3.18), and (3.19), we see that

(3.24)        f \u,\3dx= f (u, + 2u/)3dx

= f [u3 + 6u2(uf ) + I2(u; fu, + 8(«7 )3} dx

< f u] dx + 2 f (u; f dx^C¡ + 2|ß|3(q')3 = C2

for 0 < t < T. At the end of the previous section, we saw that ua(x, t) (the solution

of (1.1)—(1.3) with u0(x) replaced by u0(x) + a) tends to u(x, t) in LCC(H'X) and

hence distributionally as a [0. Thus, 3wa/3/ converges to du/dt distributionally and,

since (3.24) yields the bound

I|3"a/3'lli.»(0,r,z.3(f2)) < C2,       0 < a < 1,

a weak sequential compactness argument allows us to conclude that

||3w/3/||z.«(o,r,L3(a)) < C2.

Estimates (3.18) and (3.19) imply that

(3-25) \\^u<\Ul^^)X/2

and

(3.26) \\vK(u)t\y{LÏ)^{C{)X/2,

when v = 1 with C2 as above. Also, since Uß converges to u distributionally,

estimates (3.15), (3.25), and (3.26) are valid with u and K(u) replaced by Uß and

Kß(Uß), respectively.    D

Our next result provides a new proof of an Lx bound for vk(u) in one space

dimension due to D. G. Aronson [1]. We are also able to derive Lp bounds,

1 =£/> < oo, for Vk(u) when dim(ß) = 1.

Lemma 3.4. When dim(ß) = 1 and 1 </? < oo,

(3-27) ||v*:(k)||l»(o,7\£'<q» < Q =11 V^(m0)||LP(í2)

for all v > 1.

Proof. As in the proof of the last result, we begin with the solution ua(x, t) of

(1.1)—(1.2) with the initial function u0(x) + a, a > 0, and suppress the subscript

until the end of the argument.

For any test function <> E //'(ß), (1.1) and (1.2) yield

(3.28) (u,,<}>) + (k(u)vu,V<t>) = 0.

Choose the following test function

(3.29) $ = -*'(«)V ■ (|vA:(u)r2vA:(M))
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in (3.28), where p > 1. This yields

(3.30) (¿(M)„-v(|v^(«)r2V¿(M)))

+ (k'(u)v ■ (k(u)vu), V • (\vk(u)\P~2Vk(u)))

= --77 f \vk(u)f dx
P dtJü'

+ (k(u)k'(u)Au+(vk(u))2,V-(\vk(u)r2vk(u)))

= 0.

Use the relation

(3.31) k(u)Ak(u) = k(u)[k'(u)Au + k"(u)(vu)2]

= [k(u)k'(u)Au + (Vk(u))2] + (k(u)k"(u) - (k'(u))2)(vu)2

= [k(u)k'(u)Au+(vk(u))2]-];(vk(u))2

to rewrite (3.30) as

(3.32) I|||vA:(h)||l,(B) + (k(u)Ak(u), v ■ (|v^(«)r_2VA:(«)))

= -l((vk(u))2,v ■ {\vk(u)\P~2vk(u))).

In a single space dimension

(3.33) v • (\vk(u)r2vk(u)) = (p- l)\vk(u)\P~2Ak(u)

and

(3.34) f (vk(u)fv ■ i\vk(u)\P~2vk(u)) dx = (p-l)( \vk(u)\PAk(u) dx

= ^\¡üV-(\vk(u)\PVk(u))dx

= ~-rí   \vk(u)\Pdk(u)/dndo = 0,
P + l JdSi

by the Neumann boundary condition ( 1.2). Thus,

(3-35) |l|vM")l|z.W<0

for all real numbers p > 1. Consequently

(3-36) \vk(u)\\L-(t¡,T,LP(Q)) <|| VA:(w0)||L,(ß).

Letting/; î oo, we obtain

(3.37)       ¡VA:(i/)||z.'»(o,r,j[.'»(S2))=  bm  ||Vk(u)\\L^(0,T,L"(a))
p—oo

=£ lim  \\vk(uQ)\\Lp(ä)=\\vk(u0)\\L«m.
p->oo
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Since ua converges to u in L2+'(Z.2+"), k(ua) converges to k(u) almost every-

where and hence in the sense of distributions. It follows that vk(ua) tends to

Vk(u) distributionally as a¿0. Since the right side of (3.37) is bounded independent

of a G (0,1 ], a weak compactness argument implies that

||v*(«)||L-(t-)<lim ||vfc(«J||z.-(L»)<lim ||vfc(«0)|U-(L-)
aj.0 aiO

= \\vk(u0)\\L~lQ).    □

Estimate (3.27) is valid with k(u) replaced by kß(uß). The next lemma is not new

but it is unavailable in the literature.

Lemma 3.5. Letv> I and let p>v/2- 1. Then

(3-38) I |«f V«|z.2(o,r,z.2(ß)) < Q,

where C4 depends on p, v, and || u0|| L«.(ß). In particular, for v < 2,

(3-39) || V«||z.2(o,7-,z/(S2)) < C4.

Proof. Once again we begin with the special case where u0 is bounded above zero.

Since || k|| ¿»(¿-o) < || w0II ¿«(¿a»), we may assume that v/2 < p < v/2 — 1/2. Let

</> = J(u) in (3.28), where

^) = 27^7TT^+'      ¿>0-

This yields

(3.40)    («,, /(w)) + (iwfvt/, V/(«)) = (u„ J(u)) +1 |«rv«||£2(ö) = 0.

The first term in (3.40) equals

xdx

d r /-"./^ ... ,
+ 1 dtJQ J0 *'"

(2p-v+ l)(2p-v + 2) dtJo

= C   — (u2,i~v+2dx

Substitute (3.41) into (3.40) and integrate in time to obtain

f      fit       rT,\2n — v + 2 i      c\\2a — v¥2\    , ||  i   if        ip _
C,,»J  \u(x,T) - u(x,0) )dx+\\\u\ Vu\\L2{OTL2m) = 0.

Thus,

(3.42) I \u\ V«||z.2(0,r,¿2(S2)) < 2\Cv, p\ \\u\\L°°d°°)

^- -il/"     I II      \\1>i-v + 2        ,-,2< 2K J ll"olL-(i.-) =Q-
Since (3.42) holds for ua, all a > 0, and v«„ approaches V« distributionally as a |0,

we see that (3.42) also holds for the solution of (1.1)—(1.3) with nonnegative initial

data.    G
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The last two lemmas may be combined to establish

Theorem 3.6. Let v < 2 and suppose dim(ß) = 1. Then

(3.43) ||3M/3i|U2(o,r,/.2(S2))<C5,

where C5 depends on v, \\uQ\\L«,IQ), and \\Vk(uQ)\\ L*,,ay

Proof. Let u0 be bounded above zero at first. Choose <j> = u, in (3.28), and write

the result as

(3.44) ||w,||2 + 2 -f\\ \u\P/2vu\\   = ("""~\vw, V«)

1 ii     „2   .    V   Ç ,, /    x,2

hi
Hide the first term on the right, and integrate in time; by (3.27) and (3.39)

= (vk(u)u,, Vu) < j\\u,\\   + ^j \vk(u)\ ■ (vu)2dx.

h    h2 il i  i"/2      li
(3.45) ||",||z.2(z.2) +11 |"|     ^u\\f"(L2)

<|| V*(u)||Í-<ol| Vt/||Í2(L2) <v-C2- C2 = C2.

Our usual v/eak compactness argument completes the proof.    D

Estimate (3.43) remains valid if ut is replaced with ußl. If we use the test function

J(u), in (3.28), where /(£) was defined above, then (3.27) and (3.38) may be used to

prove that when ju > v/2 — 1 and dim(ß) = 1 we have

(3.46) I |"f"J|L2(0iT>L2(a)) < Q,

where C6 depends on p, v, || u0 II L»(H), and || vA:(«0)ll L«(£2). As usual, we may replace

u by Uß in (3.46).

Another consequence of the last two lemmas is

Theorem 3.7. Suppose v < 2 and dim(ß) = 1. Then

(3.47) ||vK(m),||//(ot.l2(£2»<C7,

where C7 depends on v, II «o H £.°°(S2)> and II VA:(i/0)||t»(ij).

Proof. Suppose u0 is bounded above zero, so that u(x, t) is smooth. Differentiate

(3.28) with respect to time and choose the test function <b = K(u), to obtain

(3.48) ±£t(k(u)unut) +¡vK(u)tf = \(k(u)t,(u1f).

To bound the right side of (3.48), use <j> = \k(u),u, in (3.28) to see that

(3.49) {(k(u)nu2) = -(vK(u),v(\k(u),ut))

= -{(k(u)vu, k"(u)vu ■ uj) — (k(u)vu, k'(u)urVul)

= -\(k(u)vu,k"(u)vu-u2) + (vk(u)-ut, Vk(u)ut)

— (k(u)vu, + vk(u)-ut, Vk(u)-ut)

= f1 " V-~^){{vk(u))2,u2) -(Vk(u)t, Vk(u)-ut),
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where we have used the identities

k(u)k"(u) = u" ■ v(v - l)u"-2 = v(v - l)w2"-2

= -(""     )   = -{k ("))
J> v

and

v(k(u)u,) = k(u)vut + Vk(u)ut.

Using (3.27), (3.48), (3.49), and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to verify the

inequality

1  d
(3.50)    -jt\(kjü)u\   +||v*(ii),||

(i - ^)||vM«)ll™ll«J|2+l|vA:(M)||z.»(a,||vi:(«),||||w,||

<l-\\vK(u),( + c\\ut\t

Hide the first term on the right, integrate in time, and use (3.43) to establish

II2 ,,       ..,     ,   ,,2 _,,      „2

°(L2)(3.51) \\{k(u~)ut(L„a2) +11 vK(u)\fLh0) < C||u,||2L2(Z.2) < C2

for v < 2. Use a weak compactness argument to complete the proof of (3.47) and the

estimate

(3-52) lF(")«iw,^))<C?

for v < 2.    □

Bounds (3.47) and (3.52) remain valid when u, K, and k are replaced by uß, Kß,

and kß, respectively.

Recently, P. Benilan has demonstrated much stronger Lp estimates for u, in one

space dimension than we were able to prove in Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 [5].

Theorem 3.8. Suppose dim(ß) = 1. Then

(3-53) \\k(u)t\\v(o,T,L»(ay> < Q = Q(", "o)>

for v 3= 1. In particular, when dim(ß) = 1 and v = 1

(3-54) llMrllz.=c(0,7',£0o(fi)) ** C8.

When v > I, we have

(3-55) ll"/llz.-(o,r,£»(0)) < G,(?» v)

for any q < q*(v) = v/(v — 1).

We will sometimes use the regularity hypothesis

(3.56) \u\v(Q,T,L\ü)) < C10 = Cx0(y, v),

where y = (2 + p)/(1 + f) < q*(v) for p > 1, in the next two sections. Bound (3.56)

is only known to be true in one space dimension (cf. (3.54)—(3.55)) or when v = 1

(cf. (3.15)). Estimates (3.53)-(3.56) are valid when u is replaced by uß, 0 < ß < 1.
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4. A Continuous-Time Galerkin Scheme. In this section we shall derive error

estimates for a continuous-time Galerkin scheme based on Q° piecewise-linear

elements. The roughness of the solution of the PME (1.1)—(1.3) implies that no

improvement in the asymptotic convergence rates will result from the use of

higher-order finite element spaces. Let {Ah), 0 < h ^ 1, be a family of triangulations

of ß; for convenience, we shall assume that the elements Tj E Ah cover all of ß

ß=    \J  Tj.

Let p(Tj) be the radius of the smallest ball containing Tj G Ah, and let a(Tj) be the

radius of the largest ball contained in T¡. We assume that

h = Max p(T)
ijeA»      J

and that {Ah} is a quasiregular family of partitions; i.e. there is a positive constant

L0 for which

(4.1) Sup    Maxp(7})/a(7;.)<L0.
0</i«l   Tj^-^k

We shall frequently make the further assumption that [Ah] is a quasiuniform family

of triangulations, so that there exists a positive constant L, such that

(4.2) Sup      Max   p(7))/p(T() < L,

holds. We will always indicate when (4.2) is assumed in our results.

Let {Mh), 0</t< 1, be a family of finite-dimensional subspaces of HX(Q)

defined by

Mh = (x G ß°(ß): x Iris linear for each Tj■ e A*}.

We shall always use the Hx norm given in (1.8) in this and the next section. The

quasiregularity hypothesis (4.1) implies the approximation property [7]

Inf   \\f-xh>(a)<Ch2\\f\\w*.,m

for all/in W2-p(ü), 1 <p < oo. The quasiuniformity hypothesis (4.2) is known to

imply the ' inverse' property [7]

IIXIIW'W -^ ui'

Moreover, (4.3a) implies

IL,II <r /"I,-l|k,ll._ ,._. „ a  \.t

(4.3a) HxlU'W < ÇA"'Hxll,       X^Mh.

(4.3b) llxll ̂CA-'HxIk-'w,       X^Mh

because

llxll  ^ C||x||//-1(a)||xllff,(0) ^ CA-'Uxll/z-Vollxll

for all x in Mh.

Let ß be a nonnegative parameter, 0 < ß < 1, and define //¿(S) = (^)"'(0 for

real |, where ^(|) was defined in (2.9). Our continuous-time Galerkin procedure

consists of finding Vh: [0, T] -» MÄ, where FA is the solution of the system of

ordinary differential equations

(4.4) (yiMß{Vh),x)+{vVh,vx) = 0
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for all x m Mh and 0 < t < T. We construct our initial function by letting

Vh(0) G Mh satisfy

(4-5) PhHß(Vh(Q)) = A"o,

where Ph is the L2 projection onto Mh given by

{P„f,x) = {f,x),       X^Mh,

for/in L2(ß).

For ß>0, the existence and uniqueness of Vh(0) in (4.5) follows from the fact that

Ph ° Hß is a continuous coercive monotone operator on Mh and is therefore bijective

[6]. The existence and uniqueness of Vh(t) for 0 < t < T follows from the fundamen-

tal theorem of ordinary differential equations.

In (4.4)-(4.5) we have approximated vß = Kß(uß) by 6° piecewise-linear elements

instead of approximating uß directly. We have done this because we are able to

prove a higher convergence rate in the former case. We may then approximate uß by

Uh = Hß(Vh). For future reference, we rewrite (4.4)-(4.5) as

(4.6) ¡[lun,x)+(vKß(Uh),Vx)=0

for all x in Mh and 0 < t < T, and

(4-7) PhUh = Phu0.

It is important to note that Uh is not piecewise-linear, and hence not an element of

M„.
We may now state the main results of this section.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose dim(ß) = 1 and v > 1 or that dim(ß) = 2 or 3 and v = 1.

Let ß be chosen so that 0<ß< Ch2/(X+V\ Let Vh(t) be the solution of (4.4)-(4.5), let

Uh = Hß(Vh), and let u be the solution of the PME (1.1)—(1.3). Then

(4-8) ||« - /WJIW) « Ch\       y = ^,

(4.9) \\u-Uh\\L2+,iL^)^Ch2^x+^

and

(4.10) \\u-PhUh\\L°°(L>)^ChV0 + P)-

Estimates (4.8) and (4.10) require the quasiuniformity assumption (4.2); estimate (4.9)

does not.

For dim(ß) > 1 and v > 1, the known regularity theory for the solution of the

PME (1.1)—(1.3) will allow us to demonstrate

Theorem 4.2. Let u and Uh be as above, suppose (4.2) holds, and assume that

(4.11) ß = Ch°,       o = (4 + 2»0/(2 + 4i' + i'2).

Then

(4.12) \\u - PMl-íh^ < CNl/l!)]"/(2+2".A«î+')/2",

(4.13) \\u - t/J^,^ < C[ta(l/A)]t/(l+"<2+".A',
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and

(4.14) ||u - PMlW < C[\n(Vh)]a/(2+2v)hV+*V2"-\

where a = 0 //dim(ß) = 1 and a = 1 i/dim(ß) = 2 or 3.

The estimates in Theorem 4.2 are probably not sharp. Under certain assumptions

on the regularity of the time derivative of the solution of the PME (1.1)—(1.3), we

can improve upon the bounds (4.11)—(4.14).

Theorem 4.3. Suppose the following regularity result is true:

(4.15) du/dtEU(0,T,V(Sl)),       7=Y^f.

Let u and Uh be as above and assume that (4.2) holds. Then, with 0 < ß < Ch2/(X + p),

(4.16) ||u - PMviir*) < C[ln(l/A)]"/(2+2"V,

(4.17) ||U - Uh\\L^L2^ « C[ln(l/A)]"/(1+'),2+")-/12/(,+",

and

(4.18) ||» - PMlW < C[Ml/A)]"/(2+2'V/<2+",

where a = 0 when dim(ß) = 1 and a = 1 when dim(ß) = 2 or 3.

If we make the stronger regularity hypothesis

(4.19) du/dt G L2(0, T, L2(ß)),

then estimates (4.16)—(4.18) are valid with a = 0 for dim(ß) = 1, 2, or 3.

We begin our analysis by introducing a discrete analogue of the solution operator

T defined in (2.10)-(2.13). Let Th be the map from H~\Q) onto Mh defined by

Wh = Th f, where

(4.20a) (VWÄ,VX)= (/" -\=jjdx,X\       X G M„,

(4.20b) ¡Whdx= f fdx.

The restriction of Th to Mh is symmetric and positive-definite with respect to the L2

inner product. This allows us to define the inner product and norm

(4.21a) (X.*)nr' = (?;x.*).       X,*eMh,

(4.21b) Ilxlk- = (7;X.X)1/2,       X^Mh,

on Mh. Letf=x¡,<EMh and x = Thx\/ in (4.20) to see that

(4.22) |Mk- = jilván2 + (jf^dx) J    =||r^||ff,(8).

Since Th is symmetric and positive-semidefinite on L2(ß), the H¡¡x norm on Mh

extends to a seminorm on all of //"'(ß)

(4.23) \\f\W = {Thf,f)l/2 = {Thpj,p„f)l/2 =||pa/|U-.(8),     /er'(ö),
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Lemma 4.4. Let the H~x(ü) norm be given by (2.14). Then

(4.24) Hxlk- <||xl|ff-'(ö),       XtM„.

If we assume that (4.2) holds, then there is a positive constant 8 for which

(4-25) 8||xll/r'(0)<||xlk',       X^Mh,

so that the Hj¡x and H~X(Q) norms are equivalent on Mh.

Proof. Let Eh be the projection of //'(ß) onto Mh given by

(4.26) (V(£„/),VX) = (V/,VX),       X^Mh,

(4.27) ¡Ehfdx=(fdx

for/ G Hx(£l). The definitions of T and Th imply that Th = EhT. Use the well-known

fact [7] that \\Ehf\\H\,Q) < ||/|| H\,a) in combination with (2.14) and (4.21) to obtain

(4.24)

llxlk1 = {Thx, x)'/2 =\\EhTx\\H\a)

<\\Tx\\h\Q) = {Tx, x)'/2 =llxll//-'(ß).

By (4.3), we have

(4.28) ||x|| = Sup{(x,^):^GM„W^l}

<Sup{llxlMW»'(a):*eM„||^||<l}

<Sup{||xl|//i-'CA-|M:^GMÄ,|M|<l}

= ch~x \\x\W.

Combine the elliptic regularity result [7]

(4.29) M,^ < CM^o),       <i>G//2(ß),

with the well-known approximation property of the elliptic projection [7]

(4.30) ||(7 - Eh)4 < Ch2U\\H2(a),       xp G //2(ß),

to see that

(4.31) \\(T-T„)4*Ch2\\4,       <i>GL2(ß).

Use (4.21b), (4.28), and (4.31) to obtain (4.25)

Hxllff-'(O) = (^x, x) = {EJx, X) + (U - Eh)TX, x)

= {T„X, X) +({T - Th)x, x) <\\XÙ' + ({T - Th)X, x)

^\\x\\k' + ch2\\x\\2 ̂ c\\x\\2h^.

The heart of our argument is contained in the proof of the next result.
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Lemma 4.5. Let uß(x, t) be the solution of (2.1)—(2.3) with 0 «: ß «s 1. Let Uh

Hß( Vh ), where Vh solves (4.4)-(4.5)/or the same choice of ß. Then

(4.32) \\uß - PhU¿^TH-hí) + fQT(Kß(uß) - Kß(Uh), uß - Uh) dt

«ai        3"""'
(î--îi)-3r z.1,(o,r,i.T(ß))

where y = (2 + v)/(l + v).

Proof. Comparing (2.3)-(2.5) for 0 ^ ß < 1 with (4.6)-(4.7) yields

(4.33)    (lt(uß-Uh),x)+(v(Kß(uß)-Kß(Uhj),Vx)=Q,       X^Mh,dt

for 0 < t < T. Choosing x = 1 in (4.33), we see that

d

By our choice of Uh(0) in (4.7), this implies that

jtf (uß-Uh)(x,t)dx = 0,       0<í<7\

(4.34) f (uß-Uh)(x,t)dx= f (I-Ph)u0dx = 0

for 0 *£ / < T.

Let x — Th(Uß — Uh) in (4.33), and use (4.23), the time-invariance of T and Th,

the fact that Kß(Uh) G Mh, and (4.34) to obtain

(4.35) \jt\\uß - t/X-, + (Kß(uß) - Kß(Uh),uß - U„)

= -((l-Eh)Kß(uß),uß-Uh).

Use (2.17) to rewrite the right side of (4.35) as

((T-Th)duß/dt,uß-Uh),

and use Holder's inequality, (2.24), and (2.33) to bound it by

(4.36) |(r- 7;)3u^/3/|¿y(0)||M;8 - Uh\\L2+,(B)

< C\\(T- Th)duß/dt\\lym + fil«, - £/A||2J";,(ß)

< C\\(T- Th)duß/dt\\ly(u) + \(Kß(uß) - Kß(Uh), uß - Uh).

Absorb the last term in the second term on the left side of (4.35), and integrate in

time to obtain (4.32).    D

Lemma 4,6. Let Ph be the orthogonal projection of L2(ü) onto Mh with respect to the

L2 inner product, and let uß be the solution of (2.3)-(2.5), 0 < ß < 1. Then

(4-37) |(/-l»*)«p|W)<C*,/<,+'>

and

(4-38) \\(I - P„)uß\\        x< Ch\
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Proof. Let ueß be defined by

ueß(x,t) = Max{uß(x,t),e}    onßX[0,J]

for any e > 0. Since kB(uß)(x, t) > je whenever uß(x, t) > e by (2.2), bound (3.2)

imphes

(4-39) |v«||L-(o,r>^(0))<Cc-'.

Use the approximation property of the L2 projection [7]

(4.40) ||(7 - Phh\\HHQ) < ChU\\H^\ü)

for £ G HJ+x(ti),f = -1 or 0, together with (4.39) and the boundedness of Ph as an

operator on L2(ß) to see that

(4.41) ||(/-P*)"p|L-(o,r,t2(0»

**||U_ Ph)(Uß ~ M/3)||z.»(0,7\Z.2(S2)) +IK/_ Ph)Uß\\L'°(0,T,L2(a))

< C\\Uß — "^¿«(o.r,/.2^)) "*" C1«!! Vw|||¿co(0 T r2(SÎ))

*¿C(e + he-v).

Letting e = A1/(1+,,), we see that (4.41) imphes (4.37). Next, use (4.40) with; = 1,

bound (4.41) and the idempotence of (I — Ph) to verify (4.38)

¡(7 - Ph)uß\\L°°i0,T,rl-\a)) =|K/ ~~ Ph)  Uß\\L<»(H-<)

< Ch\\(l - Ph)uß\\LX,(L2) < CA1 + 1/<1+,,) = Ch\    D

Lemma 4.7. For 0 *z ß < 1,

(4.42)     II« - í/J|/.2^(o,r,L2+'(í2)) <\(T ~ Th)% V9/ILw,i.T<ß»

If we assume the quasiuniformity hypothesis (4.2), then

„2

Cß2 + v

(4-43)

and

(4.44)

\\u - P„Uthuh\\Lœ(H-')
Il rr ll2 + "+ 11" -  tW + '(L2 + ")

c{|(r - rj(3V90tw + *2y + 02+r

I" - PMl-íl2) < Ch-x\\Phu - PMu»(H-<) + ca1/<1+")

< cä-'II« - p^IU«^-,) + cä1/<i+">.

Proof. Combine (2.15), (4.3), and (4.32) to obtain

2 2

(4.45)    II« - «^¿»(„-.j + \\Phuß - JWJi-,/,-.)

+ T(i:(M) - *(«„), ti - M/S) +(Kß(uß) - Kß(Uh), uß - u„) dt

C {T~Th)
dußf
3í

Cß2 + v

L\f)
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By (2.22) and (2.32),

(4.46) II« - tfjii+'^i+p, < C||w - uß\\L2l,(L2+r) + C\\uß - Uh\\L2+,(L2+r)

< CÍT(K(u) - K(uß), u - uß) +(Kß(uß) - Kß(Uh), uß - U„) dt.

Bounds (4.45) and (4.46) imply (4.42).

If we assume (4.2), (4.25) yields

(4.47) HP,«, - JWklli-iJr') < C\\Phuß - PhUh\\L„(H-xy

Combine (4.38), (4.45), and (4.47) to obtain (4.43). Finally, use (4.43), the inverse

hypothesis (4.3), and (4.37) to obtain (4.44)

II" - PMWvu?) <||(J - Ph)4l-(^)+\\Ph» - PMWl-ii?)

< ^1/0+-) + CA-'||PA« - PhUh\\L~(H->y    □

To establish Theorems 4.1 through 4.3 we will need some additional results for the

operator T — Th.

Lemma 4.8. Let Tbe defined by (2.10)—(2.13), and let Th be as in (4.20). Assume that

the triangulation {Ah} is quasi-uniform, as in (4.2). Then, in one space dimension,

(4.48a) \\(T-Th)f\\LHQ)^Ch2\\ßL,(a)

for allf G LP(Q), 1 < p =£ oo. When dim(ß) = 2 or 3, we have

(4.48b) 11(7-- Th)f\\LP{ü) < C[ln(l//I)]|,-2^l||/l|z.,(ß)

for all f G Lp(Q), 1 <p< oo.

Proof. The estimate

(4.49) ||(7 - Eh)4L,w  < C[ ln(l/A)]",,"V"A2W^(0)

is valid for 1 < p < oo with a = 0 when dim(ß) = 1 and a = 1 for dim(ß) = 2 or

3. The one-dimensional case was proved by Douglas, Dupont, and Wahlbin [9]. For

two space dimensions, (4.50) was verified by Nitsche [13] and Scott [20]. The

three-dimensional case is treated in Ciarlet [7] and Nitsche [14].

To complete the argument, we invoke the elliptic regularity result [7]

(4.50) ||75p|U»*(o)<q|+|U'(Q),

which is valid for 1 < p < oo when dim(ß) = 1 and for 1 < p < oo when dim(ß) >

1.    D

Proof of Theorem 4.1. When v = 1 and dim(ß) > 1, estimate (3.15) implies

(4.51) II9V9íIIl2(o,7-,l2W) < Cll9"/3/9'IL«(o.r.z/(a)) < Cn-

By (4.31), we have

(4.52) ||(r- T„)duß/dt\CLriL1) < C\\(T- Th)duß/dt\\Lyay)

*s c(A2||3«,/3/||L2(L2))y = CA2l,||3«,/3?||^(¿2) < Ch2\
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When 1 < v < 2 and dim(ß) = 1, estimate (3.43) or bound (3.55) implies

(4.53) H9V9íL2(o.r,L2(í2))^Ci2'

so that (4.52) holds.

When dim(ß) = 1 and v 3= 2, we can use (4.49) with a = 0 and p = y together

with (3.56) to obtain

(4.54) |(7 - Th)duß/dt\\yL1(L1) < (CA2||3V9'llz.w))Y

<Ch2i\\duß/dt\\YLy([y)^Cu.

Use (4.52) or (4.54) with 0 < ß =£ Ch2/(X+v) to prove (4.9). Use (4.43) and (4.48)

to verify (4.8) under the quasiuniformity assumption (4.2). Combine (4.44) and

(4.52) or (4.54) to establish (4.10).    D

Proof of Theorem 4.2. By estimates (4.48a) and (4.48b),

(4.55) \\(T- Th)upifLy(0TLy(a))< c([ln(l/h)]a^2/H2\\upi\\Ly{OTLr(Jy

= C[ln(l/A)]-/(1+^21|M„||yT(0r¿Y(í2)))

where a = 0 if dim(ß) = 1 and a = 1 if dim(ß) = 2 or 3. By Holder's inequality

and the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem [21]

,,^        II     ny <-r (   II     ll'/("+1)ll     ll2/i"+
(¿t.Dfjj        \\ußt\\L^a,T,u<(a))~- c/    Wußt\\L\ü)    HM^illz.2(ß) dt

sg

o

H      ,,"/(y+D       m      ,,2/(r+i)

cllu^illz.l(0,r,£.,(ß))ll"/3'llz.2(0,r,z.2(Q))'

where the first factor on the right is known to be bounded independent of ß by

Theorem 3.2. To bound the second factor, use (2.26) and (3.1) to see that

(4.57) IWßtWL^^cß-^2.

Combine (4.55), (4.56), and (4.57) to obtain

(4.58) ¡(T- 7>X(LT)< C[ln(l/A)r/n + "V^-"/°+">.

Use (4.42) and (4.58) to see that

(4.59) ||« - Uh\\2Lt\L2+,} < C([ln(l/A)]aA2^-" + /32+").

and choose ß = h" as in (4.11) to obtain (4.13). Use (4.43) and (4.58) to verify (4.12),

and combine (4.44) and (4.58) to prove (4.14).

Proof of Theorem 4.3. If we assume (4.2) and (4.15), bound (4.48) with/» = y yields

?(V)
(4.60) ||(r- T-JhJ < C[ln(l/A)]a"/(,+")A2>

where a = 0 if dim(ß) = 1 and a = 1 when dim(ß) = 2 or 3. Combine (4.60) with

(4.42), and suppose 0 < ß < CA2/(1+,,) to prove (4.17). Use (4.43) and (4.60) to

verify (4.16), and combine (4.44) with (4.60) to prove (4.18). Under the regularity

hypothesis (4.19), the proof of Theorem 4.1 indicates that (4.16)-(4.18) are vahd for

v > 2 with a = 0 for dim(ß) = 1, 2, or 3.    D
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5. Backward-Difference Schemes. Let the triangulation {AA} and the finite ele-

ment spaces {Mh} be those defined in Section 4 for 0 < h < 1. Let At = T/N, where

TV is a positive integer, and define tn = n ■ At for n = 0,1,... ,N. For a function F on

[0, T], let F" denote F(t„), and define (3+ F)" = (F"+x - F")/At.

Our backward-difference scheme consists of finding FA" E Mh, n = 0,1,.. .,N, the

solution of the nonlinear algebraic equations

(5.1) ((d+Hß(Vh))",x) + (vVrl,Vx)=0

for x G Mh and n = 0,1,..., N — 1, with the initial function defined by

(5-2) P,Hß{Vh°) = Phu0.

The parameter ß will be given below. The existence and uniqueness of Uh" = Hß( V¡¡ )

may be proved using elementary monotone operator theory [6]. We may rewrite

(5.1)-(5.2)as

(5.3a) ((3+ Uh)\ x) + (vKß(Uh»+ '), VX) = 0

forx G Mh and n = 0,l,...,N — 1, and

(5.3b) PnUh = Pnu0.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose dim(ß) = 1 and v < 2 or that dim(ß) > 1 and v = 1. Let

0 < ß < CA2/("+1), and let Uhn = Hß(Uh"), where Uh" solves (5.1)-(5.2) for n =

0,1.N. Then for dim(ß) = 1, 2, or 3,

(5-4)       (2 ||("- Uj(LZiay^/a+')<C(h^^ + (At)2/^).

If we assume (4.2), then

(5-5) Max ||«" - PhUh"\\„-<w < C(h-< + (At)),
n

and, if we also require At < Chy,

(5.6) Max ||«" - PhUhn\\L2(í¡) < C(hy-X + h~x(At)) = CAI/(1 + ").
n

Theorem 5.2. Suppose dim(ß) = 1 andvx > 2. Then

I      N ,4. \'/(2+")

(5-7)      ( 2q IK" - Uh")\\Lt\a).AJ < C(h2^ + (Ar)1/(,^>).

Under the quasiuniformity assumption (4.2)

(5.8) Max ||«" - PhUh%-x(a) < C(hy + (At)y/2),
n

and, if we assume At < Ch2,

(5.9) Max ||m" - PhUh"\\L2m ̂ C(h^~x + h-x(At)y/2) = Chx^x+V\
n

When dim(ß) > 1 and v > 1, the known convergence rates are probably not

sharp.
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Theorem 5.3. Suppose (4.2) holds, let ß be given by (4.11), let v > I, and let

dim(ß) = 2 or 3. Then

I    N \l/(2+")
(5.10) 2 |("-í4)nÉ-WAí

\ n=0 /

< c([ln(l/A)]a"/2(1+,'V2+,''/2<' + (A/)Y/2),

(5.11) Max ||(« - PhUh)"\\H-x{Q) < C(N1/A)]"/2(1+"Ä<2+"/2' + (A0Y/2),
n

and, assuming At < CA(1+')0,

(5.12) Max |K« - P„Uh)nyia) < C([ln(l/h)r/w+>»h«2+^2x°-x),
n

where a = 0 //dim(ß) = 1 and a = 1 z/dim(ß) = 2 or 3.

Theorem 5.4. Suppose (4.2)and (4.15) are valid. Suppose 0 « 0 « Ch2/(X+r), and

leta = 0 //dim(ß) = 1 and a = 1 //dim(ß) = 2 or 3. Then

IN 2+ \ XA2 + r)

(5.13) I 2   |(«-^)V>

< c([ln(l/A)]a/(1+")(2+v)A2/<,+') + (At)x/(X+v)),

(5.14) Max ||(« - Ty/JV'W < c(Ml/A)r/(2+,V + (A0Y/2),

and, assuming At < Ch2,

(5.15) Max |K« - PhUh)tty(Q) < c([ln(l/A)]a/^+2>A'/<-" + (A0'/(2'+2)).
n '

If (4.19) is valid, then (5.13)-(5.15) hold with a = 0 for dim(ß) = 1, 2, or 3.

Moreover, when (3.47) holds, then bounds (5.5)-(5.6) are still valid.

To prove these results, we shall need to modify Theorem 2.1.

Lemma 5.5. Let uß be the solution o/(2.3)-(2.5). Then

(5.16) Max \\ul - u"\\2H-l(Q) +  2   (Kß(uß)n - Kß(u)", (uß -«)")• Ar
" n = 0

<C(ß2+v + (At)y).

When (3.47) is valid, a stronger result is true

(5.17) Max \\u"ß - «-|2„.I(0) + 2  {Kß{uß)n-Kß(u)n,(uß-u)").At
" n = 0

<C(ß2+" + (At)2).

Proof. Equation (2.16) can be rewritten as

(5.18) (3+ «)" = A*(«r+' - ¿/'"+l (u,(tn+x) - u,(s)) ds

= AK(u)"+X-l-tf^f^ull(r)drds,
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and (2.17) can be expressed as

(5.19) (z;ußy = *Kß(ußrX-±-tf"+<f^ußlt(r)dTds.
tn S

Subtract (5.18) from (5.19), integrate the difference against T(uß - u)"+x, and use

the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to obtain

(5-2°)    2A7{l|(^-")"+1|U)-|(^-")lU,}
+ (Kß(ußy+]-Kß(uy+x,(uß-uy+x)

^(K(uy+x-Kß(uy+x,(uß-uy+x)

-(i7<(,"+,JÍ'"+,("/»-"UO¿Tífc,^(«/í-«r+,),

where we have used the fact that

f (uß-u)"dx = 0,       n = 0,l,...,N.

By Holder's inequality, (2.24), and (2.33), the first term on the right side of (5.20)

may be bounded by
tr   <^,\ II tW      \rt-H t^    /       \"+l|l 11/ \n"*-l|!(5.21)    ¡K(u)      -Kß(u)     I^JK-")      |L2+.(|z.1'(i2)llv  p        >      lli.2+"(ß)

A\vt    \"+1 is  (     \n+l||1' \"+1l|Z~t"
C\\K(u)      -Kß(u)     ||iW + 4||("^-")      \\L2+4llv    P ' \\L2 + y(il)

< cß2+> +1( Kß(Ußy+x - Kß(uy+X, (Uß - «r+1).

As for the second term on the right side of (5.20), use Holder's inequality (2.24), and

(2.33) to see that

(5.22)     - í¿/^'~>,-ii)>)¿T*fn«,-»)"+I)

= -^f^ l'^T(Uß- u)n(r)d,ds,(uß- u)n+^

<^7%('"+,j['"+,||r(^-")(T)IUa)^ds-|(w^-u)n+,|L2+,(0)

^c(A7f+ir+iiir(^-M)(T)iU)í/T*!

j. ^ H/   \"+iii2+''

1   /•'»+1

+ cljtf"+'p+'\\T(u(T))ymdrds'
\ tn S )

+ UKß(ußy+x-Kß(uy+],(uß-uy+x),i

4

where the last term may be hidden on the left side of (5.20).
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By the Jensen and Holder inequalities,

1       f'n+i    /"'n+l

461

(5-23> (¿fjM^OL™**

T)|Lr(0)<M    <fc
)

Ar
f+'((^+i-^l/(2+1l^"JI^,.„„/*

C(Ar) i/(i+^)ir«j8ríllz.1'(í„,'„+i,r-T(a))"

Setting /3 = 0, we also have

By (5.20)-(5.24),

(5'25)    2Ä7 {I(m^ " u)"+t'(0) "IK"/» " ")"£-'(«>}

+|((^("^r'-^("))"+',(",-"rl)

< Q?2+* + C(Ar)1/(1+^{||r«J|YT(,n |b+i ̂ 0)) +||7Vi„||IT((..i.+ I,LnB))}.

Multiply by Ar, and sum on n to obtain

(5.26)    Max \(uß - «)f„.,(ß) + 2 (^(",)"+' " Kß(u)n+\ (uß - «)"+')• Ar

< C/324" + C(At)y<y\\Tußlt\\Ly(0TLyia)) +||7,"„||z.^(o,7',li'(í2))

Recall bound (3.3)

and note that

(5.27) || Tu

llMM/>)JUo.7-.L'(0,)<c>       O<0<1,

/3«II¿T(Z.1')

1       ,-

L*(Z.*)

^/»("AlUo < c||^(^)J|l2(l2) < c

for 0 < ß < 1. This completes the proof of (5.16) in the former case.

Next, suppose (3.47) holds

\\^ß(uß)t\\L2(0T<L2(Q))<C,       0</Kl.

Use the representation

-T(uß - u)n = Kß(uß)i - K(u), - -r^-JKß(uß)i - Kß(uß)t dx
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and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to bound the second term on the right side of

(5.20) by

(5.28)     [^l'"+X l'^T(uß-u)u(r)drds,(uß-uy+^

^ Är/'"+' /'"+l ll7^ ~ ")«(T)I//,(D)</Tds ' IN " M)"+1/r'(ß)

<j-tft'"+lf^'(\\vKß(uß)t(T)\\+\\vK(u),(r)\\)dtds

■|(B*-")"+l|jr-'(0)

<c-/Ä7- (Iv^w^J^^^^z^ + llv^«),!!^,^,,^

•||(«i8-")"+IIU-.(a)

< CAi-jlvA-/^),!2^, +i-L2(0)) +||V^(M),||Í2(,„,r„+l,í.2(a)))

Bounds (5.20), (5.21), and (5.28) yield

(5.29) ^{\\{uß-uy%.w-\\(uß-uyfH-,a)}

+ \(Kß(ußy+x-Kß(uy+i,(uß-uy+x).

Multiply (5.29) by 2Ar, sum on n, apply the discrete Gronwall lemma, and appeal to

(3.47) to verify (5.16)

Max ||(«, - uyfH.¡m + 2 (Kß{uß)n+> - Kß(u)n+X, (uß - «)"+*)• Ar
" n

< Cß2+> + C(Ar)2(||v^(w,),|2L2(0,r,L2w) +||v^(M)r||2z.2(o,rx2(ß)))

< Cß2+P + C(Atf.    D

Lemma 5.6. Let Uh" = Hß(Vh"), where Vhn, n = 0,l,...,N, solves (5.1)-(5.2). Then,

with m = y = (2 + v)/(l + v),

(5.30) Max ||(„„ - PhUhy\2^ + 2 (*„(«„)" " Kß(Uh)\ (uß - Uh)")-At
n n

^C\\(T-Th)duß/dt\\ly(Ly) + C(At)m.

Moreover,

(5.31) 2|(«-^)"É-WAí
n

< C\\(T- Th)duß/mly(Ly) + C(At)m + Cß2+\
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If we assume the quasiuniformity hypothesis (4.2), then

(5.32)    Max ||(« - PÄt/A)"L-.(0) < CA"'Max ||(« - PA£/A)"|L-.,0) + CA'/<I+'>

and

(5.33) Max ||(« - PhUh)n\L*ia) < CA-'Max ||(« - PhUhy\\H-¡(ü) < Chx^x+'\
n n

If (3.41) is valid, then (5.32) and (5.33) hold with m = 2.

Proof. Use (5.3)-(5.4) and (5.19) to obtain

(5.34) ((3+ (uß - Uh))\ x) + (v(Kß(uß)n+x - K„(U„)m+l), VX)

■f'"+'f'"+'ußtl(T)dTds,xJ_
Ar,

Choose x = Th(uß- Uh)"+X, and use the fact that (uß - Uh)n+X has mean value

zero on ß to see that

(5.35)   ¿{K^-^rt-.-iK-^riÉ,}
+ (Kß(ußy+l-Kß(uy+1,(uß-uy+1)

- -(if'^ ^+'Tußil{r)drds,(uß- Uh)"+i]j

-((T-Th)(d+ußy,(uß-Uhy+>).

Use Holder's inequality, (2.24), and (5.23) to bound the first term on the right side

of (5.35) by

(5.36)    ¿f+xf"-\\Tußtt(r)\\Ly(a)drds-\\(uß- Uhy+l\\L^a)
tn S

+\(Kß(ußy+x-Kß(uhy+\(uß-uhy+i),

where the last term may be hidden.

Next, note that

(5.37)   ||(r-rj(3-«,)"|¿w = ¿^'||(r-rj«„(T)|L,a)^

C(Atr/y\\(T-Th)uß\\Ly^+i LHQ)y
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By Holder's inequality, (2.24), (2.33), and (5.37), the second term on the right side of

(5.35) may be bounded by

(5.38)    \\{T - Th)(d+ußy\\J(uß - Uh)n+i\\L2+

c\\{T-Th)(3Ußy\\ly(ü) + l\\(uß-uSX^

U(Q)\\^   P "' \\L1 + \Ü)

(O)

^•||(r- Th)ußt\v,K)fii+liLï(a))

+ \(Kß(ußy+x - Kß(uhy+\(uß- uhy+v),

where we hide the last term as above.

By (5.35M5.38),

(5.39) ^{\\(uß-US+t,-\\(uß-Uhy\\2H,}

+\(Kß(ußy+'-Kß(uhy+\(uß-uhy+')

* C(A01/<1+1|^J|;Vn,In+i,LT(fi)) + C(Ar)-'||(r- Th)u¿y(l^Lym).

Multiply by Ar and sum on n to obtain

(5.40) Max \(uß - Uh)"\\2    + 2 {Kß{uß)n - Kß(Uh)n, (uß - Uh)")-At
n „

< C(Ar) \Tußtt\Ly{QT[y{(l)) + C||(T- Th)ußl\Ly(CjTLy(ü)y

Use (5.27) and (5.40) to prove (5.30) with m = y. Combine (2.33), (5.16), and (5.27)
to verify (5.31) with m = y.

When (3.47) is valid, we can establish bounds (5.30)—(5.33) with m = 2. We

replace (5.36) with the following bound for the second term in (5.35)

(5-41)    Ä7^'"+'j[,"+,|r"^T)IUa)i/Tifc'l|(M/!»_ t4)"4'|L-i(ß)

<c-fc-\\TußliL2,tn<tit+iJlt(Q))\\(uß - uhy+i\\H_>m

« C-Ar.||r«J|22(,Birn+ij//1(a)) + C\\(uß- Uhy+i\\H_¡m

< C- At ■ \\Tup¿itnJn+uHxm + C\(uß - Í4)n+,¡^,(a)

^C-At-\\vKß(uß)^L2(ii:t^L2{Q)) + C\\(uß- Uhy%-W

where we have used the identity

-Tußu = Kß(uß)i -j=-J Kß(uß)tdx

and the consequent relation

II Tußtt\\H'(a) =llvA:/?("/3)JI/.2(a)-
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Next, use (2.24), (2.33), and (4.31) to see that

(5.42)    \\(uß-Uhy+t-i(Q)

= Kuß - U»Y%;> + ((T~ T»)(«ß - Vh)"+\(«ß - Uhy+l)

<\\(u   -U)"+X\\2    +-n\\(u   - U )"+'l|2 + "      + Ch2a+V)/P— IIV "/î     uh)     ||w-i + 4r?||l"/s     <->h)     ||z.î+.(0) + c/»

<I(«/i-^"%.+ï(v«*)"+,-^i(^"+^«r,-^■+,)
+ca2y.

Combining (5.35), (5.38), (5.41), and (5.42) yields

<5-43) ¿{K"^^ntHK^-^)it}

+\(Kß(ußy+x - Kß(uhy+X,urx - urx)

<C(At)\\vK,(u,)¡2LHiniH¡L2(a))

+c(Ar)-'||(r- r>X(^+1^(ß)) + c|K " uhy%.t.

Multiply (5.43) by 2Ar and sum on n using the discrete Gronwall lemma

(5.44) Max \\(uß - t/J"^., + 2 (*„(«,)" " W)"' (»/» " ^)")'Ai

2|| II2 || \\y
< C(Ar) ||vAr/3(M/3)/||L2(07,¿2(a)) + qK^- 7A)Mi8/|Lr(o,r,¿1'(o))-

Use (3.47) and (5.44) to prove (5.30) with m - 2. Use (2.33), (5.17), and (5.44) to
prove (5.31) with m = 2.

Under the quasiuniformity assumption (4.2), we have

(5.45) Max||(K-¿W,)V<a>
n

< Max {|(« - ußy\\H.i(ü) +||(7 - Ph)u"ß\\H-l(a)+\\ph(uß - uhy\\H-Ha)\

< CMax [\\{u - ußy\\H.XlQ)+\\Ph(uß - Uhy\\H.,} + Ch\

where we have used (4.23), (4.25), and (4.38). Bounds (4.23), (4.25), (4.37), (4.38),

(5.16M5.17), (5.40), (5.44), and (5.45) yield (5.33).
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1, we may use (3.15), (3.26), (3.43), and (3.47)

to see that

IMW>) +|v^("/»)JLa(jL2) < C, 0 « ß < 1,
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so that (4.31) and Lemma 5.6 imply (5.4)-(5.6). Combine (3.3), (3.55), (4.48), and

Lemma 5.6 to verify Theorem 5.2. Use (3.3), (4.59), and Lemma 5.5 to prove

Theorem 5.3. Finally, use (3.3), (4.31), (4.48), and Lemma 5.6 to justify the

conclusions of Theorem 5.4.

Remark. The argument of Lemma 4.6 may be used to show that uß can be

replaced by Uh in estimates (4.37) and (4.38). To see that bound (4.39) holds for Uh,

just substitute dVh/dt G Mh into Eq. (4.4), integrate in time, and recall that Vh =

Kß(Uh).
This remark allows us to delete the projection Ph preceding Uh on the left sides of

error estimates (4.8), (4.10), (4.12), (4.14), (4.16), (4.18), (4.43), (4.44), (5.5), (5.6),

(5.11), (5.12), (5.14), (5.15), (5.32), and (5.33).
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